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the electric and magnetic components of an electromagnetic wave in free space are
believed by many to be perpendicular to each other. we outline a procedure by which

electromagnetic potentials are constructed, and we derive free-space nonperpendicular
electricmagnetic fields from these potentials. we show, for example, that in free-space

bessel-related fields, at a small region near the origin, the angle between these
components spans a range of 7173, that is, they are far from being perpendicular. this can
be contrasted with plane waves, where, following the same procedure, we verify that the

electric field strength (e(x,y,z,t)) and the magnetic flux density (b(x,y,z,t)) are indeed
perpendicular to each other and to the direction of propagation. antenna and wave
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electric and magnetic components of an electromagnetic wave in free space are believed

by many to be perpendicular to each other. we outline a procedure by which
electromagnetic potentials are constructed, and we derive free-space nonperpendicular
electricmagnetic fields from these potentials. we show, for example, that in free-space

bessel-related fields, at a small region near the origin, the angle between these
components spans a range of 7173, that is, they are far from being perpendicular. this can
be contrasted with plane waves, where, following the same procedure, we verify that the

electric field strength (e(x,y,z,t)) and the magnetic flux density (b(x,y,z,t)) are indeed
perpendicular to each other and to the direction of propagation.
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nonplanar electromagnetic waves
are found in various areas of

technology and engineering, such
as antennas and antennas arrays,
plasma physics, surface waves,
and acoustics. a technique for

deriving nonplanar general
solutions for electromagnetic

fields is presented. this technique
uses the elementary spherical
harmonics (or their associated
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vectorial harmonics) as the basis
for the solution. this method is
applied to the solution of the
wave equation in spherical

coordinates in various
configurations. in particular, the
spherical harmonics are used in

the analysis of the radiation from
a travelling plane wave in a
spherical shell, and the total

angular momentum conservation
theorem is used to determine the

excitation conditions for the
waves propagating in a cylindrical
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shell. the motion of a cylindrical
shell and the local excitation of
the waves are analyzed in the

presence of a continuous
magnetic field. in addition, the

magnetic field of a plane wave is
studied for various configurations
of the magnetic field. finally, the
electromagnetic field of a rigidly
rotating sphere is analyzed in the

general case. electromagnetic
fields and waves by bakshi

includes many topics which are
related to electromagnetic
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radiation and antenna
fundamentals: vector potential,

solution of wave equation, three-
dimension vector field.. the book

starts with, the design and
analysis of multilayer film

structures, antireflection coatings,
polarizers, omnidirectional

mirrors, narrow-band transmission
filters, birefringent multilayer

films and giant birefringent optics;
impedance matching methods,

quarter-wavelength multisection
chebyshev transformers, stub
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matching, and l, pi and t-section
reactive matching networks;

analysis of transmission lines and
waveguides; s-parameters, smith
charts, stability and gain circles,

noise figure circles, and
microwave amplifier design;

computation of directivities and
patterns of linear and aperture

antennas; horn design;
computation of diffraction
integrals and knife-edge

diffraction coefficients; antenna
array design methods for sector
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and narrow beams; numerical
methods for the hallen and

pocklington integral equations;
computation of self and mutual
antenna impedances; coupled

antennas; various types of
azimuthal and polar gain plots;
and several movies showing the

propagation of pulses on
terminated transmission lines and

on cascaded lines, reflections
from reactive terminations, fault
location by tdr, crosstalk signals

on coupled lines, and time-
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evolution of the field radiated by a
hertzian dipole antenna.
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